
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

DECIBEL, A UNIT OF LEVEL and the unit. Eq. (1) epitomizes the "measurement"
process.

ROBERTW. YOUNG Conveniently (but not necessarily) a unit is taken as
1 something. This can be achieved by setting

Naval Undersea Research and Development Center, L = {1} [Lo] (2)
San Diego, Calif. 92132

which is equivalent to taking (X/Xo) = b. This means
that the particular level L, corresponding to the reference

By the usual rules for measuring any real physical entity, ratio x/x o = b, is the unit L0. Thus the unit of level is
the decibel is shown to be the unit of level of a quantity pro- determined [6] by the reference ratio.
portional to power. One decibel is the level of the sound
pressure that is 10_/'-'°_ 1.12 times the reference pressure. The If x stands for a quantity proportional to power, in
decibel is not a reference sample of power or voltage, so one the sense of being equal to the square of a field quantity
cannot express a power or voltage in decibels; one does ex- such as sound pressure p, and if the reference ratio is
press a power or voltage level in decibels, taken as 10, the unit of the level so resulting is called

[7] the bel. Accordingly, sound pressure (squared) level
in bels is

arious statements have appeared in the literature to Lo -=- _loglo(p2/po2)} [bel]. (3)explain the decibel, ranging over the whole spectrum
from right but not clear to clear but not right. In this If one chooses to set 1 bel = 10 decibels, the same level
letter the basic operations involved in making any physical but now measured in decibels is

measurement are reviewed and then applied to illustrate L, = (10 log_ 0 (p/po) 2} [decibel]. (4)

correct usage of the decibel. To show that this level is still the logarithm of a ratio,

The problem is exemplified in some representative by the rules for logarithms the multiplying factor can be
statements. "The decibel [1], commonly used for express- incorporated into the base of the logarithm to lead to
lng . . . transmission levels .... is a division of the

logarithmic scale such that the number of decibels is Lv = {loglo(p/po) 2} [decibel]. (5)

equal to 10 times the logarithm to the base 10 of the When the antilogarithm of the equation is taken,
power ratio"; "decibel [2], a unit used to compare two

voltages or currents, equal to 20 times the common log- p2 = Po-"(101/10) L_' (6)

arithm of the ratio of voltages or currents measured In consonance with the explanation given by Hartley [6J
across equal resistances"; "same quantities [31, such as
level.., have no... units . . . "; "decibel [3]--a division nearly 50 years ago, it follows from Eq. (6) that one

of a logarithmic scale used to express the ratio of two like decibel is the level of the pressure squared that is 101/l0
quantities proportional to power and energy. The ratio is _1.26 times the reference pressure squared. Said other-
expressed in decibels by multiplying its logarithm by ten." wise, [5] one decibel is the unit of level when the base of

And one may see a graph marked voltage in decibels, with the logarithm is 10_/_° and the quantities concerned are
the apparent implication that the decibel is a unit of volt- proportional to power. Whether one wants to associate

the decibel strictly with power, or a quantity proportional
age. to power,is a questionseparate [6] from the logarithmic

I proceed on the premise that a level is a real physical measure itself.
entity, like length, of which a reference sample can be A more convenient notation results from taking the
selected. Such a physical entity is customarily described
[4] as equal to the product of a pure number magnitude square root of Eq. (6) to get

and a unit. p = po(lO1/2o)Lp. (7)
The level of a quantity, in communications and acous- Here one decibel is the level of the sound pressure that

tics, is "the logarithm [5] of the ratio of that quantity to is 101/2° times the reference pressure. The corresponding

a reference quantity of the same kind." Accordingly, logarithmic form is the familiar
level L of quantity x is

L = (logo(x/Xo) } [Lo]. (1) Lp = {201ogre(p/po)} [decibel]. (8)
If it happens that x in Eq. (1) stands for a frequency

The unit, whatever it turns out to be, is L O shown in f and the reference ratio is chosen as b = 2, the fre-

square brackets. The base of the logarithm is b, and xo quency level is
is a reference sample of x that establishes the zero point

from which L is measured (since L = 0 when x = Xo). L! = {log2 (f/fo) } [octave]. (9)
The pure-number "measure" of variable L is shown in This means that when the reference frequency ratio is 2,
curly brackets. Level L is "expressed" by the measure the unit of frequency level is called the octave.
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